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Supernatural-engineering Vs. Astrologers
Which tool is best for us to view activities of Corporations? Geopolitical drama? personal life
of the rich and powerful people
Superview of course! Why?
Standard Astrology tools cannot tell you detailed true story, not even 25% of real events like Superview. Compare
the tools herein attached side-by-side yourself. Superview does more complex calculations, it’s fast and accurate,
WHY SHOULD YOU TRUST SUPERVIEW AND OUR READING SKILLS?
We are showing you the best of all predicting tools you can rely on for accuracy of any subject matters. Below the paragraphs is a screenshot of standard astrology tool (that common astrologers use to make predictions), and we’re putting
the same test on both tools. The big event “the US nuclear bombs hitting Japan on August 6, 1945” on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. See which tool can describe the real drama closer to reality.
On next page, you’ll see Superview screen shot of the same event mentioned above. The colorful lines have the following meanings: Red and Blue mean contentious aspects, conflict, disappointed, loss, death. Green and Cyan mean harmonious aspects,
bright future, successful outcome, “dim white dash” means negative, weak.
We will show you quickly instead of teaching you everything. The wheel and little pies means the partitions or divisions of meaning in space of our Solar system. Each house/division has one or more meanings. For example, house #1 mean self-image, personal appearance, environment. House #4 mean home
and security. House #8 means war, property, resource, power, power struggle/ruthless, death, sex, etc.
Moving planet Uranus brings big surprise, it amplifies matter, causes accident and death if squaring with
negative major planets (-Saturn, -Neptune, -Pluto, -Uranus). Uranus (=Uranium) is a major planet, it’s
stronger than Saturn (buildings, authority, reality), even though Uranus is smaller than Saturn. Neptune
and Pluto are even stronger than Uranus. The division of where they move to brings their meanings to
that division/house. SuperView works best because it’s based on the law of Physics as seen in graphic
next page:

On Aug-6-1945, a very big event took place in Japan 70 years ago. The US Uranus (nuclear bombs) moved to Japan house #8, to inflict Great deaths and destruction on Japan (via JP weak Saturn in division #11, its target point
was the people+ properties). See a sample screenshot of common Astrology tools below, you see many false aspects in it. If you analyzes it step-by-step, none of them making any sense. The Astrologers chart seemed to depict
that A) they see 9 months too late that US bomb damaged JP personality by afflicting her home. B) It says bomb
making friendship with Japan, C) Japan’s enemy leader was in love with Japanese later #3 & #7. D) Japan has dark
force & secrecy, see #12. E) Japan security increased substantially, see #4. F) No massive death of population
found, see #11 (division of people). G) no structure damage found in #8, etc. Conclusion: None of the alleged aspects of astrologers making any sense, because the US & Japan were at war with each other in 1945, even prior to
this year. After the facts: astrologers typically defend their tools, by giving an error tolerance of +/- 6 degrees, to
debate for false accuracy later. This excuse creates a time gap of at least 1-month to 1.7 years too soon or too late
up to 12-years if major planets involved, such as Pluto and Neptune. You cannot afford any standard astrology
tools or astrologers as shown below if you are in serious business needing to know the exact target dates.
THIS IS ONE OF 11 STANDARD ASTROLOGY TOOLS ASTROLOGERS USE, IT SEES NOTHING ABOUT U.S. NUCLEAR BOMB HITTING JAPAN:
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Our viewing tools are accurate and our reading/prediction skills are better
Check out and compare our tools for yourself.
For Aug-6-1945, or future Nuclear events
for any country (2016-28, etc); our reading for Japan would be like this (based
on law of Physics):

Technical Reading / Predicting skills
comparison
Geopolitical forecast?
Apocalypse forecast?
Plotting, negative matter reading?
Economical forecast for Corporations?
Full event scanning capability?
Able to look ahead 5, 10+yrs?
Minimum error tolerance of 0.3%?
Able to predict things in meaning way?
Able to scan Milky way, Yuga eras?
Able to print chart in scalable form?

Supernatural Standard Asengineering
trologers
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Dear client: We are sorry to advise you with
this news; be on the look-out for the period
of 2-months, from July 1, 1945 to August 31,
1945 of any conflict. Especially on August
6, 1845. It appears that someone will drop
large nuclear bomb's on you, around Aug-61945 (+/- 2 days). Due to the indication of
the moving Uranus (nuclear bomb) in your
chart, moving toward your SE direction, to Able to incorporate charts on modern
hit your division #8 of war and conflict. This MS-Office?
Yes
No
would likely inflict massive deaths and de- Affordable service fee for consumers?
No
Yes
struction on you and your people, If you do Making Accurate prediction/reading?
Yes
No
nothing to cope to stop this event. We see it Making detailed technical prediction?
Yes
No
squares (inflicts) with your weak Saturn in Life path alteration/recommendation?
Yes
No
division #11 (meaning your people+ property
damage will be realized). A reference pattern of recognition is attached for your review. You should make
your emergency plan now ASAP, set up your defense system, and be ready to defend yourself of the impending catastrophe. If you’re not going to be able to handle the defense, it is better to settle and work thing out
with your opponent. It appears that you are in a contentious issue with your adversary. The damage projection for your case would include: A) Massive death and destruction of people/property including B) Infustructure damages. C) Financial losses. D) Massive people anger and confusion. E) Your strong conventional warfare would not be able to stop this massive force. F) Foreigners may intimidate / destroy your
military officers; be vigilant and cautious around August 6 1945. G) Your opponent will be in furious with
SUPVERVIEW READING THE U.S. NUCLEAR BOMB HITTING JAPAN ON Aug-6-1945

The chart above is an impending hard aspects, applies to JAPAN year 1945. Cross Reference of interpretation } A: Uranus square -Saturn. A-B:Jupiter oppose Mars. C:Uranus.Opposition.Venus @#11 & #2. D:Retro_Merc @ #11,
Mars+Uranus on 8/14/1945. E: -(Pluto+Neptune). F:Venus.opposition.Pella_Athen. G: Sun opposition JP Jupiter. 2
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The impending nuclear war for one of those countries listed on our web. First trend of two episodes for
above country. Things appear to happen in transition, Charts and reading available for purchase, visit us!

Impending nuclear or higher power warfare for some countries listed on our home page. If this is your
s by Lat-Longitude, you are not alone. No astrology tools can see what we see; buy our charts today
to know the exact timing to be prepared. See our policy, not every one can buy foreign country charts.
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More sample charts for war time available for those countries listed on our
web to download, if you don’t see yours, and are country leaders, you may
wish to order our charts and reading directly. We will not make sample chart
for every country, sorry.
Why war time?
Because of war cycle, you can tell when major planets (Uranus, Neptune, Pluto)
visiting your division #8 as in the past for WW2, you’ve seen bad things happened. These planets now are back again for another round of battles visiting division #8 squaring with your major planets in division #11 or #5. Things normally happen, but it is not absolute. It is too risky to ignore. In our experience,
bad things usually win good intention. Have your defense system ready, and work
with your opponents the best you can.
Do not believe in some people book called “Cold War 3”. “Cold war” only happens to two specific countries (from 1949 to 1975 only). For 2016—2028 the
US and RUSSIA will not be in Cold War, but actual war. Due to their Opposition
to each other, instead of Squaring each other as in cold war (when two were equal
back then). Opposition is much stronger than squaring, Russians are no longer
the same Soviet empire, beware.
Our job?
Is to warn people, you politicians are the ones fighting with each other since
2011. The best solution is to be honest, and work things out through compromise.

WARNING: This is copyrighted artwork, work or sample product of
Supernatural Engineering Co.
Copying, printing, and or using it in any illegal capacity without our
written consent violates U.S. copyright’s law of federal code, as well as
international law. You may distribute it to warn others, but not to market
your product or to compete.
Who are we?
Supernatural Engineering is a high-end trend analysis company, providing services in reading and predicting world wide war, economic boom
and crisis, financial trends, health and personal issues of corporate leaders, politicians and those who can afford our service. Learn more, by
visiting our website at:
//Supernaturalengineering.com
Thank you.
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BOTH NORTH AND SOUTH KOREA COULD GET NUKED.
Which one of them would be nuked first? The answer cannot be shared on the public
media. We respect and preserve every country’s right of privacy. Only important leaders of these countries can buy their own charts. We only show South Korea nuclear
war event, due to space limitation. Both North and South Korea charts are alike; both
are very strong, but south Korea is stronger economically; both have fame politically.
Unfortunately, the world will go into its madness…
Political realignment may also occur…
Virus would become virulent…
Nostradamus predictions were vague, with no given target dates…
Our predictions had been proven to be more accurate than standard astrology tools, we give
target dates, -/+ a few days.

P.S. Some country charts are shown without a name, we see that such countries prefer
privacy. If your country is listed on our main home page, you better check your longitude and latitude of unknown country, and pay attention otherwise you could run out of
time to set up your defense systems. Unfortunately we will not list every country.
Remember: when looking at our charts, the blue lines mean stronger “hard aspects” in connection with
major planets. Red lines can be strong also if involving major planets squaring each other in connection
with negative sign (i.e. dim short line. They are reversed or detrimental effects). Major planets are:
Pluto, Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, Jupiter. From highest power to lower power. S. Korea chart appeared
to have more than one detrimental effect. We will give you detailed reading, if you are the owner of
your charts.

Impending nuclear or higher power warfare for South Korea, and North Korea shown above. Only south
Korea chart is being shown here because both countries are alike. This would happen when the west are
busy fighting their own war/turmoil. Buy our charts today for target dates! Be ready for your defense..
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